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Govt opts for contractual employment to fill-up vacant posts

The aura of permanency surrounding Government jobs may become a
thing of past as Maharashtra Government has opted for contractual
employment to fill-up vacant posts. A GR issued for mega recruitment by
Department of Finance for 36,000 posts has mentioned a point that during
first five years the employees would only get a stipend. As to their
regularisation, it will depend upon their performance during the probation
period.

The Government has further directed that the lowest post in the
promotion will be on contract basis while the jobs in District cadre will
be filled as per the procedure in place for Shikshak Sevak/Krushi
Sevak/Gram Sevak, said the GR further. The reason advanced for
adopting the new procedure for all new Government jobs is to ensure that
expenditure on salaries should not be more than revenue growth.

Also this will help keep a tight leash on revenue deficit that has caused
Government to go for massive loans to finance public welfare schemes
and undertake upgradation works across State.

Post 1996, the Government employees are part of contributory pension
scheme which was introduced to arrest the ballooning expenditure on
pensions to ex-staffers. While introducing the contractual employment
the State Government has also lifted the ban on recruitment against
vacant posts. Now as per the GR all the departments can fill 100 per cent
of sanctioned posts without having to go to GAD or Finance for prior
sanction. Since 2015 State Government had imposed restriction on new
recruitment in Government jobs in a bid to curtail expenditure on salaries.

This was done as successive implementation of pay commission left the
State gaping at massive rise in outflow of revenue while the inflow of
money into exchequer saw no corresponding rise. Now the Government
is under pressure to implement 7th pay commission report for state
employees on line of Central staffers. Given the current revenue
constraints the Government therefore to avoid future liabilities opted for
contractual employment.


